
DISCUSS ONE OR MORE THEORIES OF MORAL UNDERSTANDING AND

EVALUATE ITS CONCLUSIONS ESSAY

Discuss one or more theories of Moral Understanding and evaluate its conclusions. His theory of moral development is
concerned with how the child's moral . This was because later research went on to conclude that children could Teacher
marked: In this essay I will evaluate and explain the.

Morality â€” this argument goes on â€” influences our passions and actions: we are often impelled to or
deterred from action by our opinions of obligation or injustice. Although Kohlberg insisted that stage six
exists, he found it difficult to identify individuals who consistently operated at that level. Themes are
illustrated and developed through a number of points supported by evidence. Bentham produced a modern
approach of morality which would suit the changing world of the industrial age. Greed, and more broadly,
self-interest, is the motive for inventing property; but we need a further explanation why we think of justice
adherence to the rules of ownership as virtuous, and injustice their violation as vicious. Men as well have no
problems with the back-mirrors and side-mirrors, while women reported that for some of them it was difficult
to adjust to the picture in it. It is not simply by reasoning from the abstract and causal relations one has
discovered that one comes to have the ideas of virtue and vice; one must respond to such information with
feelings of approval and disapproval. He even enjoys the ruin and the agony of other characters, which makes
him a truly villainous personality, someone whose deeds cannot be understood or explained. Nevertheless,
moral judgments can be evaluated in logical terms of truth and falsity. What is ethical is thus determined by
the end result towards self and society amount of happiness rather than the motive or action. Does the theory
or study being discussed judge other cultures by Western standards? Both arguments fall into at least two
stages: one to show that if we suppose the given character trait to exist and to win our approval without help
from any cooperative social arrangement, paradoxes arise; and another, longer stage to explain how the
relevant convention might have come into being and to refute those with a different genetic story. But when
we consider violations by others, we partake by sympathy in the uneasiness these violations cause to their
victims and all of society. He also explains the social construction of the other artificial virtues and what social
good they serve. If you refer to the procedures and findings of a study, this shows knowledge and
understanding. Knowledge and Understanding - recognise, recall and show understanding on a range of
scientific material that accurately reflects the main theoretical perspectives. The voices come often, are usually
threatening and make Rob feel frightened. Instead make sure you expand on your points, remember, quality of
evaluation is most important than quantity. As our society grows larger, we may cease to see our own property
violations as a threat to the continued existence of a stable economic community, and this reduces our
incentive to conform. The causes of action he describes are those he has already identified: the instincts and
the other direct passions. Despite being a justice-centered theory of morality, Kohlberg considered it to be
compatible with plausible formulations of deontology [19] and eudaimonia. References to this work start with
T and are followed by Book, Part, Section and paragraph number, in parentheses in the text. Yet the
Representation Argument is not empirical, and does not talk of forces or impulses. Also, perhaps there are
propositional beliefs we acquire via probable reasoning but not by such reasoning alone. For example, an
action is perceived as morally wrong because the perpetrator is punished. First, people can easily recognize
that additional kinds of mutual exchanges would serve their interests. The main criterion is that benefits must
outweigh costs. Don't make the mistake of writing all the information you know regarding a particular topic.
However, there is some legitimate recourse for victims of tyranny: the people may rightly overthrow any
government that is so oppressive as not to provide the benefits peace and security from injustice for which
governments are formed. A central ideal or ideals often prescribe what is right and wrong. Not just any ideas
of pleasure or pain give rise to motivating passions, however, but only ideas of those pleasures or pains we
believe exist or will exist T 1. Be careful to ensure that any methodological criticisms are justified and not
trite. References to this work start with EPM and are followed by Part, Section if any , and paragraph number,
in parentheses within the text. I believe that this is the best ethical theory that we have discussed in class,
because it deals with happiness. And since the imagination is more struck by what is particular than by what is
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general, manifestations of the natural virtues, which directly benefit any individual to whom they are directed,
are even more apt to give pleasure via sympathy than are the manifestations of justice, which may harm
identifiable individuals in some cases though they contribute to a pattern of action beneficial to society as a
whole T 3. Thus, not surprisingly, the causal analysis of sympathy as a mechanism of vivacity-transferal from
the impression of the self to the ideas of the sentiments of others is entirely omitted from the moral Enquiry.
Thus I acquire by sympathy the pleasure or uneasiness that I imagine people would feel were the trait able to
operate as it ordinarily does.


